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1
[AMMAN, Jost (1539-1591) illustrator] and SCHOPPER, Hartmann (1542-c.1595). DE
OMNIBUS ILLIBERALIBUS SIVE MECHANICIS ARTIBUS Frankfurt: Georg Rabe [Corvinus] for
Sigismund Carl Feyerabend, M.D.LXXIII. [1574].
£ 7,850
Small 8vo [145 x 91 mm], woodcut printer’s device on title ruled in red; and another on final recto with colophon on verso; 132
woodcut illustrations by Jost Amman, all but one printed on rectos only; full straight grain red morocco by ROGER PAYNE, spine
lettered in gilt , gilt edges with the armorial bookplate of Richard Bull of Ongar and the signature ‘Roger Payne Delt.’ on small piece
pasted to front free endpaper.
A fine copy of the second edition in Latin, with the full series of
fine woodcuts by Amman which has been bound by Roger Payne
for collector and friend of Horace Walpole, Richard Bull (17211805).
The Latin editions (1568 and 1574) contains and additional
woodcuts including 18 more than are found in the German
editions of the same years. Of the 132 woodcuts, the philosopher
comes first, then the pope, the cardinal, the bishop, and the
parish priest; emperor, king and prince, noble; the monks, the
pilgrim to Santiago de Compostela, the astronomer, the physician
and the pharmacist, the advocate then the goldsmith,
typefounder, draughtsman, blockcutter, printer, papermaker,
bookbinder, illuminator. After them come all the other arts and
crafts, painter, The Stained Glass Painter, The Glazier, The
Embroiderer, The Gem Cutter, The Sculptor, The Merchant,
The Coin Minter, The Gold Leaf Maker, The Peddler, The
Miller, the Baker, The Butcher, Hunter, Fisherman, The Cook,
Brewer, The Vine Grower, Weaver, Dyer, The Cloth Shearer,
Furrier, the Shoemaker the Musicians and Soldiers at the end.
Richard Bull (1721-1805) of Ongar has been somewhat unfairly
described as the ‘arch-Grangeriser.’ His collecting and diligent
search for prints preserved many that would otherwise have been
destroyed. ‘His library also housed about five hundred illustrated
volumes, mainly topographical, about two hundred books
printed before 1700, and a few books engraved throughout.’
(Pinkerton) Presumably this book is one of that select collection.
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Pinkerton also notes that Horace Walpole and Anthony Morris Storer bequeathed books to Bull ‘[He] had them
bound in red morocco, of simple design probably by Staggemeier, and placed them in case D in the elegant library
which he had fitted up in the the south-east corner of the first floor at North Court.’ this work was also place in
‘case D’ with the a manuscript ‘D’ penned on the free endpaper although in this case the simple binding is by Roger
Payne.’
Adams S-703; Colas 112; Lipperheide. Pa 5; Praz p. 493. See John M. Pinkerton. Richard Bull of ongar, Essex The
Book Collector Vol. 27 No. 1 Spring, 1978 pp. 41-70.
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BADCOCK, Benjamin. TABLES EXHIBITING THE PRICES OF WHEAT, FROM THE
YEAR 1100 TO 1830; Also, the Prices of Beans, Barley, and Oats, from 1780 to 1830; Together with
sundry statements relative to the value of money, importation duties, day duty, &c. &c. &c. London:
Longman, Rees, Brown, and Green; and Henry Slatter, Oxford. 1832.
£ 4,500
Folio, pp. [1-5] 6-8, [2] tables; engraved frontispiece of ‘‘Wheat’, and two hand coloured engraved graphs ‘View of the Rise and fall in
the Oxford and Eton prices of wheat from the year 1600 to 1825…’ and ‘View of the Rise and Fall of Wheat, Beans, Barley and
Oats in England and Wales from 1790 to 1830…’ uncut in original burgundy half roan over cloth boards, the upper cover with a label
lettered in gilt ‘Prices of Wheat &c. &c. from 1100 to 1830. By B. Badcock.’
A rare work giving a rare visual illustration of the fluctuating price of the staple food source before the repeal of the
Corn Laws.
The main reason for Badcock’s work was to put into some visual form
the fluctuating price of wheat and other principal corns of the United
Kingdom ‘… to enable the mind to comprehend at one view the
fluctuations which prices have undergone at various times.’(preface).
The author was unusually careful and took the trouble to include the
comparative money values calculated by Sir George Shuckburgh Evelyn,
published in the Philosophical Transactions for 1798, and updated Badcock
to 1832. From this information was attained a ‘mean appreciation of the
value of money from 1050 to 1795 deduced from the prices of various
necessaries of life, together with the price of day labour at different
periods, arranged under classes, and adjusted to the standard quantity of
silver in the coin of 1600.’
Badcock describes how his charts could be used: ‘[t]he want, or
abundance of the article, may be inferred from the sudden elevation or
depression in the lines representing the prices, on the Tables. Periods of
war and national commotion are prominently marked by the rapid rise
in the prices, succeeded generally, on the termination of hostilities, by
an equally rapid fall, in which the consumer and cultivator alternately
suffer.’
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The work is clearly modelled on pioneering work by William Playfair (1759-1823) who is today is generally
acknowledged as the creator of graphical representations of statistics - line, bar, circle and pie graphs - to the study
of economics.
Apart from contemporary publishers advertisements the only notice of the work was published by The Westminster
Review for January 1832. As would be expected from the official organ of the Philosophical Radicals, it gives little or
no space to a review of the actual Tables but instead a damming account of the Corn Laws as it stood in the year of
the 1832 Reform. This unsigned article was by Arthur Symonds, a barrister and parliamentary secretary, who was
doubtless known to both John Mill and Jeremy Bentham the founders of the periodical.

The Tables were advertised for sale over a period of twenty years but being an expensive work priced at a guinea,
even a small print run would have been difficult to sell quickly if indeed it ever really sold out. This would account
for extreme rarity of the Tables.
Badcock was born at Pyrton, Oxfordshire in 1797 and appears to have worked as a ‘Land Surveyor and Agent’ from
premises at 26 Broad Street, Oxford for most of his life. He certainly made a good living for he was able to afford a
fairly a substantial house called Hill Top at Headington Hill, Headington, near Oxford where he lived until his death
in 1874. He remained unmarried, and lived with sister and a nephew, also his assistant, Phillip Badcock, the house
being given up in 1875 soon after Benjamin’s death. Apparently he may have become an invalid at the end of his life
as a ‘bath chair’ was part of the sale of contents for sale.
One copy in the UK at Goldsmiths’ 27369.3; the only other examples we have located are at Cambridge and in the
US at the National Agricultural Library, Maryland.
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BRAYLEY, Edward Wedlake and Daniel HAVELL.
HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNTS OF THE
THEATRES OF LONDON. illustrated with a view of each theatre
elegantly coloured Drawn and Engraved by the late Daniel Havell.
London: Printed for J. Taylor, Architectural Library, High Holborn.
1826.
£ 4,250
FIRST EDITION, THE ORIGINAL COLOURED ISSUE. 4to, pp. vi,
[4], 92, 4; 14 hand-coloured aquatint plates and 2 plans; final leaf with marginal tear,
minor spotting in places; uncut in original grey boards, skilfully rebacked.
A series of very delicately aquatinted plates with full accompanying text. Daniel
Havell was the most gifted of this family of aquatint engravers and responsible
for several fine colour-plate books, copies of which sold for £2. 2s.
‘The names of one or other of the joint authors of the London volumes of The
Beauties of England and Wales recur on title-pages of books concerned with
London architecture or topography over the better part of half a century.
While John Britton was editing Illustrations of the Public Buildings for Josiah Taylor of the Architectural Library,
Edward Brayley was writing for the same publisher an account of the theatres of London to accompany a set of
aquatinted plates by Daniel Havell. Six of the buildings illustrated are described in both works, for which reason the
publisher attached to the Theatres check-list the following note: ‘Sectional Representations, Ground Plans, and
Views
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exterior and interior of the Theatres marked above with an asterisk are given in the first volume of “Illustrations of
the Public Buildings of London” ‘ . Items thus marked were plates 1-5 and 8.
‘The aquatints, having a more general appeal than the steel-engraved measured drawings and being printed in a
much shorter run, have made Brayley’s the scarcer and more sought-after of the two books - the more so as minor
theatres have tended to be overlooked by topographical editors and artists; the first attempt to depict them
systematically having been made ten years earlier in Londina Illustrata..’ (Adams)
Abbey, Scenery, 227; Adams 148.
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BROUGH, Robert B. and CRUIKSHANK, George, illustrator. THE LIFE OF SIR JOHN
FALSTAFF … with a biography of the knight from authentic sources London: Longman, Brown, Green,
Longmans, and Roberts. 1858.
£ 1,100
Royal 8vo, pp. xx, 196; 20 etched plates and a duplicate hand coloured set; text illustrations; full red morocco, the spine decorated in
gilt by Riviere, preserving the the original wrapper for ‘part 1’ also the upper wraper for the seperate publication Twenty Etchings by
George Cruikshank and the original decorated cloth upper cover and spine for the book issue.
Cruikshank’s visualization of Falstaff
was particularly successful and has
become the archetypal portrayal of
him.
First published in ten parts, this work
subsequently appeared in volume
form, as here, containing 20 etchings
plus a wood-engraved design for the
wrapper of the parts. An edition of
the etchings without the text was also
published separately. Cruikshank’s
Falstaff illustrations have been
considered by many to be the best
etchings of his later years.
Shakespeare’s most memorable comic
creation definitely provided an artistic
challenge that was compatible with
Cruikshank’s genius; further, he was
able to include for this work the sort
of historical detail that had always
fascinated him. The etchings illustrate specific scenes, acted or described, from both parts of Shakespeare’s King
Henry IV and from The Merry Wives of Windsor.
Cohn, 96.
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BULLAR, John. THE BROTHERS: A BRIEF NARRATIVE OF
THE CHARACTER AND DEATH OF PRETOR AND THOMAS
WHITTY. [First Part:] An Account of the Character and Peaceful Death
of Pretor Whitty; who died at Sherborne, in Dorsetshire, April 14, 1811,
Aged Sixteen Years and Seven Months. [Second part:] A Brief Narrative
of the Character and Death of Thomas Whitty, Late of Sherborne.
Southampton: Printed by and for T. Baker, 1821.
£ 225
FIRST EDITION. Two parts in one volume, 8vo (174 x 105mm), a few leaves lightly
browned, a few spots; contemporary polished calf gilt, spine gilt with red morocco lettering-piece,
chipped at head and rubbed to extremities, but still a pleasing copy.
The author was a schoolmaster attached to a dissenting church at Southampton.
The work is a curious combination of reflective evangelical zeal and hagiography
of two children once under his charge.
Pretor Whitty died in 1811 but it was not until 1820 when his brother Thomas
also died that Bullar put pen to paper. It would appear that the children’s
parents, who were part owners of the Southampton bank of Pretor, Pew, Whitty
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& Chandler sponsored the work however their cousin Samuel Rampson Whitty, who was then in charge of the
Axminster carpet works tells of his deep feelings of loss on each occasion, he could also have been inspired to
commission a work that reinforced Christian ideals through the boys blameless lives. The work is an excellent
example of that ‘Triumphant Phase’ of the evangelical revival 1790-1830, this writing style probably sealed the
works fate for few examples appear to have survived.
Bullar wrote other such eulogies although he is better remembered for his guides to Southampton and the Isle of
Wight.
OCLC records one copy only, at the British library.
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[BUSBY, Thomas Lord]. THE CRIES OF LONDON. Drawn from Life. With Descriptive
Letter-Press in Verse and Prose. London: Artists’ Depository, 21, Charlotte-Street, Fitzroy-Square; and by
Simpkin and Marshall, Stationers’-Court, Printed by L. Harrison, 373 Strand. 1823.
£ 3,250
FIRST EDITION. Pp. [26] pages; separate engraved pictorial title coloured by hand, and 23 hand-coloured engraved plates; Later
half green morocco over marbled boards by Tout; green silk marker; all edges gilt; binding: 16.8 x 10.5 cm with the bookplate of the
noted collector Eric Quayle.

The work is a really children’s edition of Thomas Lord Busby’s Costumes of the Lower Orders, however the text has
been simplified and illustrations reduced.
The frontispiece shows the two children viewing a peepshow and notes that the work was ‘Price in Nos 1.s half
Bound 3s. 6d Complete.’ This would mean the work could be had in 3 parts at 1 shilling each and hence plates 1, 9
and 17 have engraved imprints and the copy cited by Beall was on part only of the work.
Abbey Life 261; Beall E45 detailing a copy with only eight plates; OCLC records just three copies at Yale (Abbey’s
copy); Princeton, Indiana with one part only at UCLA
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CARY, John and George. A TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP OF THE ENVIRONS OF LONDON,
extending to Oxford, Winchester, Horsham, Maidstone, Chelmsford, Newport Pagnell, Planned upon a
scale of two miles to an inch; on which are described the whole of The Turnpike and Carriage Roads,
particularly distinguishing the latter from the inferior or bye-roads, also towns, Villages, Rivers, Hills,
Gentlemen’s Seats, and Every Object interesting to the Traveller or Resident. London: Published by G.
and J. Cary, 86, St. James Street. June 3rd 1823.
£ 750
Hand-coloured engraved folding map dissected into 48 sections, overall 1030×1270mm; mounted on linen in the original green pastepaper slipcase, with yellow printed label.
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This map is the first issue and formed No. 27 of Cary’s Map of England and Wales. Well delineated with all the
parkland coloured in green, major highways in blue and counties neatly shaded in different colours.
Howgego 290.1
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[CIRCUS]. CIRQUE D’AMATEURS, LILLE 1913. Lille: No. 7 Monsieur Hector. 1913.

£ 950

Oblong folio [28 x 38cm] pp. ff. [20], title, list of committee and members with 18 plates each with a translucent paper guard printed
with a descriptive tittle and names. as issued in original grey wrappers, upper cover lettered in gilt and tied with cotton chord.
Rare, clearly a privately produced,
souvenir of the circus performers in
Lille.
The circus acts illustrated include a
team of dogs playing football, clowns,
‘Miss Frog,’ horse and pony tricks,
stunt riding, acrobats, wild animals (this
act includes performers dressed as
animals with a equally ridiculous trainer)
etc. A frontispiece of the committee
members and a list of the members at
Lille is also included.
We have been unable to find anything
substantive about the various acts,
which local to Lille may never have
been reported on other than in the local
vicinity of the city.
We have been unable to find any other
copies recorded.
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[CIVIL ENGINEERING] A.E. FARR LTD. A SELECTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERING &
BUILDING CONTRACTS COMPLETED BY A.E. FARR LTD. between 1921-1939. [London:] First
Printed 1939, Reprinted 1950.
£ 125
4to, ff. [1] title, [86] half tone plates with captions, [8] ‘Appendix’ ;
original black patterned wrappers lettered in red.
A.E. Farr Ltd were major civil engineering contractors
founded in the latter part of the nineteenth century who
latterly specialised in major road building and major.
The completed contracts illustrated in this volume include the
Winchester Bypass - which has today been returned to ‘nature’
having been superseded by the controversial Twyford Down;
Ringwood Bypass - this single carriageway bypass has been
completely rebuilt as a dual carriageway; also sewers for
Paignton, a great variety of bridges, both art deco but also in
more traditional styles that include Irthlingborough bridge;
College Wood Viaduct and Wisbech bridge.
Other contacts include the Wimbledon Grand Stand and
seating for Centre Court - looking truly Spartan in comparison
to recent rebuilding; swimming pools, docks; schools, garages,
Luton cooling towers, many of which have been now been either rebuilt or demolished.

10 COBBETT, William. A TREATISE ON COBBETT’S CORN.
Containing Instructions for Propagating and Cultivating the Plant, and for
Harvesting and Preserving the Crop; and also, An Account of the several
Uses to which the Produce is applied, with Minute Directions relative to
each Mode of Application… London: Published by William Cobbett, 183,
Fleet Street. 1828.
£ 85
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. iv, [316], including three woodcut plates, with prelims
printed on corn paper; contemporary half calf, marbled boards, head of spine chipped, burgundy
morocco label lettered in gilt.
William Cobbett’s curious book A Treatise on Cobbett’s Corn, in which he gives
instructions for the propagation and cultivation of sweet corn, and for harvesting
and preserving the crop. He further gives an account for the various uses to which
the produce is applied and minute directions on each mode of application.
An interesting aspect to the book is that both title and contents page are printed
on paper made from ‘Cobbett’s Corn’; however it would appear that it was better
suited as a food-stuff, than as a raw material for paper-making.
Kress C 2401; Goldsmiths 25478; Sabin 14019

11 DARTON, William. INSTRUCTIVE CONVERSATION CARDS, containing thirty two
biographical sketches of eminent British Characters London: Printed and Sold by W. Darton, Jun. 58
Holborn Hill 1813.
£ 385
40 typeset cards including 32 biographies and 4
question cards each 13.5 x 8.5mm, somewhat finger
marked in places; contained in original blue paper
slipcase with printed label, slightly worn.
A good example of a learning game devised
to instil the thoughts of patriotism in British
youth during the last years of the
Napoleonic wars.
The ‘British Characters’ do not admit any
women and so begins with Alfred the Great,
followed by Roger Bacon, John Wickcliffe
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and Geofrey Chaucer. Some of the more modern personages, George Lilly and John Hampden for example, would
not today trip off our tongue although other names and their succinct lives of Wren, Milton, Locke, Newton,
Johnson, Cook and Howard are still very much remembered.
The advertisement on the back of the slipcase explains that the item ‘is highly useful for youth to possess some
information relative to the lives of their most eminent Countrymen, the questions in this pack of cards are framed
in such a way as is thought most likely to impress the memory with the chief circumstances of each person’s life.’
The questions asked are very much to the point and in include ‘11. Who discovered Virginia?’ ‘15. Who found the
City of Philadelphia?’ Was there really some regret over the loss of our American colonies in 1813?

12 DOYLE, Richard. RICHARD DOYLE’S PICTURES OF EXTRA ARTICLES AND VISITORS
TO THE EXHIBITION, London, Chapman and Hall, [1852].
£ 350
Oblong crown 8vo, title and leaf of contents, 8 double page engraved plates by Doyle; original blue boards, with new endpapers.
A scarce memento of the Great Exhibition from Doyle’s
witty mind.
The eight double-page plates form a kind of panorama
and depict a procession of characters and articles
obviously on their way to the Great Exhibition. The
subjects covered are: Crowned Heads (represented by
various animals: Lion for England, and for Prussia an
eagle wearing a Pickelhaube); All Nations, France,
Germany, Bavaria (brass band and giant tankard of beer),
Italy (opera divas and monster violin), Spain together
with Scotland and Switzerland, America (slaves and
Liberty followed by varied cowboy types smoking
cigarettes).
Dicky - as he was known - Doyle (1824-1883) was taught by his father John, an Irish-born caricaturist and portrait
painter, and grew up in London. Together with Leech he became the leading caricaturist of Punch. His cover
illustration for the periodical lasted up to 1954. He was notorious for not meeting deadlines of publications,
sometimes using ridiculous excuses, such as not having any pens or pencils.

13 ELSUM, John. THE ART OF PAINTING AFTER THE ITALIAN MANNER. With practical
observations on the principal colours. And directions how to know a good picture. By John Elsum, Esq;
London: Printed for D. Brown at the Black-Swan without Temple-Bar, 1703.
£ 1,350
FIRST EDITION, FIRST ISSUE. 8vo, pp. [8], 142, [1]; some browning and
foxing; nineteenth century Spanish calf by J. Leighton, skilfully rebacked to style with
red label lettered in gilt, covers embossed with heraldic device of William Stirling
Maxwell, with his earlier heraldic bookplate ‘William Stirling’ and on the rear paste
down the location label at Keir designated under ‘Art and Design.’ press marks ‘13.3’
scored through and relocated at ‘D4’.
A rare text that argues for the recognition of painting as a liberal art in
which the author also associates ‘Art’ with the science of optics and natural
philosophy.
‘In spite of the fact that French influence was then predominant in
England the author bases himself exclusively on Italian theorists: Leonardo,
Vasari, Armenino, Lomazzo, Dolce and Bisagno. His definition of painting
repeats Lomazzo’s. The theory of ideal beauty, which has become common
property, is to be found from now onwards, but he also stresses the need
to acquire a good “manner.” Following Armenino, he observes that there
are two ways of doing this: to copy the old masters and the antique, or to
concentrate on the imitation of one master only; but in this latter case
Michelangelo used to say that he who follows another always remains
behind him. Michelangelo’s saying that the painter should have his
compasses in his eye and not in his hand, is again derived from Armenino
or Vasari; and finally Lomazzo is followed for the proportions and from
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him it is repeated that Michelangelo used to say that a figure should be serpentine and “moltiplicata per due e
pertre,” a principle which was very popular among the Mannerists.’ (Salerno)
Elsum’s preference for Italian theory may have been stirred by a certain anti-French bias whilsEngland was in the
midst of the war over Spanish Succession. Chapters are given over to ‘What pieces are fittest to adorn a
Library…Halls and Parlours… Royal Pallaces, Town Houses, &c. … Publick Schools, the latter third of the work
on each colour with a final chapter on ‘How to know a good picture.’
‘Elsum, John (fl. 1700–1703), writer on painting, wrote two books: Epigrams on the Paintings of the most Eminent
Masters, Ancient and Modern (1700; 2nd edn, 1705) and The Art of Painting after the Italian Manner (1703;
reprinted in 1703 and 1704); both books argued painting’s status as a liberal art. Drawing on Alberti, Giovanni
Pietro Bellori, and C. A. Du Fresnoy, Elsum stressed painting’s ability to refine natural beauty, suggesting in The
Art of Painting that the rules of colour and proportion were ‘the very soul and spirit of painting’, which reveal the
ideas in historical subjects. He also attacked fashion and the abuse of patronage in Britain, and advised on the
appropriate display of different genres of painting. Nothing definite is known about his life. It is possible that this is
the same person as the John Elsum who matriculated at Queen’s College, Oxford, in 1667 aged sixteen, was bar-atlaw at the Inner Temple, London, in 1673, and who died in London in 1714, bequeathing property and inherited
estate to a nephew and a cousin.’ [ODNB]
Stirling Maxwell mentions the work in his Annals of the Artist in Spain 1848, p. 995 in rather condescending terms ‘his
prose is almost as heavy as his poetry.’ Although he does not admit it, the information he garnered from the work
was probably quite useful to him.
OCLC & ESTC records copies at British Library, NLS; Dublin Honourable Society of King’s Inn, National Gallery,
Victoria and Albert Museum National Art Library. National Gallery of Art Washington; Georgia Institute of
Technology, University of Chicago Historic Deerfield library; Buffalo State College and Penn State. See Luigi
Salerno. Seventeenth-Century English Literature on Painting Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes Vol. 14, No.
3/4 (1951) (pp. 234-258).

14 [EXPOSITION BORDEAUX 1882], TERPEREAU, Jules-Alphonse photographer.
SOCIÉTÉ PHILOMATHIQUE DE BORDEAUX … XIIE EXPOSITION GÉNÉRALE Bordeaux:
Photographie Terpereau, 29 cour de l’Intendance 1882.
£ 1,350
Oblong folio [27 x 37cm], title printed in red on buff coated paper; 20 woodburytype plates and one albumen print each mounted on
card with a titles and a decorative border printed in red; original red cloth, the upper cover with the title blocked in gilt, somewhat worn
and soiled.
The Bordeaux Exposition of 1882 was limited to products from France, Spain, and Portugal, and their Colonies,
however it also contained an international section of wine. Here an Australian wine was to win a gold medal ‘first
class’ for the first time

The photographs illustrate the principal building that include interiors exhibiting, engineering and machines - the
exposition was noted for its many powered working machines principally driven through a belt system. other
buildings included electricity, contemporary and ‘Art Ancien’ however it is for the wine section that the exhibition is
chiefly remembered for which a purpose built building and an exhibition space given over to viniculture and wine
making equipment.
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The exhibition was sited on the Esplanade des Quinconces and the Jardan des Plantes although no buildings from
the exhibition appear to survive. One curious outcome of printing the plates by the woodburytype process appears
to have caused all the illustrations to be printed in reverse, considering the labelling of the items and other signage
can be clearly seen in the images it may have put off prospective buyers for the album and maybe accounts for it’s
rarity. The last plate, additional to this copy but mounted the same as the other illustrations, shows two large vats of
wine - one with the signage ‘Medalile d’ Or.’
The photographer was the stepson of another prominent French photographer Franck de Villecholle. He began his
career about 1863 and became a cameraman for the rail-road company of the Midi and is best known for some
spectacular images during the construction of Gutave Eiffel’s Garabit viaduct.
OCLC records a copy at Boston Library only.

15 [FIREPLACE]. CANDY & CO. LTD. THE DEVON FIRE
[London]: circa 1935.
£75
4to, pp. 12 colour and half tone plates; original buff wrappers with onlaid coloured plate;
Like many potteries, Candy and Co. Ltd, of Newton Abbot, in Devon, were best
known as tile manufacturers. In their early years they were also famous for their
extremely hard ornamental bricks. Later they preferred to develop their tile
range together with domestic earthenware and ornamental and art pottery.
The catalogue extols the virtue of their scientific design that was ‘placed first in
official tests carried at the Government Offices jointly by H.M. Office of Works
and the Smoke Abatement Society.’ Fireplaces tend towards simple wooden,
stone or brick surrounds that are then in-filled with geometric tiled fireplaces.
Most are of traditional designs but with a wiff of ‘art deco’ to attract, rather than
dismay, the ‘suburban’ householder.

16 [GAME]. WALLIS’S NEW GAME, EXHIBITING A VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD.
London: Published by E. Wallis. 42 Skinner Street and High Street, Islington. [circa. 1820.]
£ 2,500
Engraved sheet, 41 x 63cm, hand-coloured, dissected and mounted on linen; folding into original decorative purple cloth paper slip case
with title in gilt on upper cover contained within a decorative cartouche; together with a copy of the rules in facsimile.
Wallis first published a game of this nature in 1796 (see Whitehouse facing p. 7 for an illustration), by the 1820’s a
number of new discoveries had been incorporated together with other refinements made to the game itself.
The sheet contains the world in
two conjoined hemispheres with 5
additional hemispheres around the
outside
consisting
of
‘Geographical Circles,’ ‘Zones, ‘
‘Parallels of Latitude,’ ‘Meridians,’
and
an
‘Explanation
of
Geographical Characters.’ The
players circumnavigate the world
travelling east around Africa,
through India, ‘New Holland’
then north to China and Japan,
then south through North and
South America, west to New
Zealand the Pacific Islands before
crossing back to the South
Atlantic and returning to port in
London.
This
rather
involved
circumnavigation of the world allows the players to visit much of the British, parts of the world that were thought
exploitable, together with many major foreign countries and trading ports.
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17 [GAME]. SPOONER, William. THE FUNNYSHIRE FOX CHACE, A New Game. [London].
W. Spooner. 377 Strand. c. 1840.
£ 550
Folding hand-coloured lithograph game (525mm x 400mm), mounted in 9 sections on linen; rules pasted on inside front cover; some
light browning and soiling, with some minor creases and wear to extremities; folded into contemporary cloth boards; inner hinge slightly
worn.

An attractive copy of this appealing game, for an unspecified number of players. ‘Unlike most games, this one is not
a race, but literally a fox-chase as explained in the rules’ (Whitehouse, Tables Games of Georgian and Victorian Days, p.
65).
All the stock characters are present, local farmers giving misdirections, ditches, rivers and gorse to fall into; being
dismounted; chased by bulls; crashing through gardens etc. The country is presented in an unspoilt state with no
metal roads or railways to destroy interfere with the chase. The peasantry populating the scenes content in their
smokes and lot in life.

18 [GLASSHOUSES]. W. RICHARDSON & CO. HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, AND
HEATING ENGINEERS, NORTH OF ENGLAND HORTICULTURAL WORKS, DARLINGTON
Wexford: Printed at the Liberty Press. circa 1890.
£ 850
4to, pp. 78 profusely illustrated, within red border together with 29 additional fliers numbered ‘Fig. 63-92’ continuing from the 62
illustrations in the catalogue; original cloths backed glassed boards the upper cover lettered and printed in black red and gold.
William Richardson was born at Langbaurgh Hall in Ayton in 1836. He started a career as an architect in
Darlington, changed to construction work, and from about 1860 he founded the company of W. Richardson &
Co.,, horticultural and heating engineers, who were to become the leading firm of its kind in Britain.
The designs include complete Winter Gardens, suitable for a public park down to simple lean-to cucumber houses;
also included is well illustrated section on boilers, pipes, brackets and everything necessary to heat the buildings.
Richardson has here sent out with his catalogue a further 29 illustrated fliers the first of which shows a conservatory
which won a gold medal at the international Horticultural Exhibition at Earls Court in 1892, later fliers begin to give
way from illustration in line to half-tone photographs of projects that had been built. Probably Richardson’s next
catalogue would have been fully illustrated with photographs.
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The catalogue was produced great period of garden design, this enthusiasm in turn needed the support of
tremendous number of glasshouses and heating equipment. several hundred names of satisfied clients are given in
the introduction. Dukes Earls, Lords and even 23 MP’s are included in this impressive list.

19 GLENDINNING, Robert. PRACTICAL HINTS ON THE CULTURE OF THE PINE
APPLE. [Exeter, Pollard] for Longman and Co. in London. Sold by W. Spreat, 263, High Street, Exeter,
Librarian to the Society; and all other booksellers, 1839.
£ 500
18mo, pp. [ii] blank, vii, [i] blank, 55, [1] blank; folding lithograph plate; original green cloth, the upper cover blocked with the title in
gilt; lower cover with slight damp marks.
Glendinning was gardener to Lord Rolle at Bicton in Devon and dedicates his book to the members of the Devon
and Exeter Botanical and Horticultural Society from whom he had received a large silver medal for reading his
paper on pineapples.
The object of the work was to improve the
cultivation of pineapples in South Devonshire,
which might account for the rarity of the work
today. Divided into seven chapters the first, it
contains an introduction to the subject; Chapter II is
on the kind of structures in which pineapples are
grown, the modes of heating, and the different
systems of culture, together with a folding plate
showing a section of a pit to be heated with linings
of dung ; and by a section of a stove with a bark-pit,
heated by hot water; Chapter III deals with different
varieties of pineapple; Chapter IV treats potting and
plunging; Chapter V is on the management of the
bark-bed, watering, liquid manure, etc. Chapter VI
deals with atmosphere, shading, etc., and finally
Chapter VII is on insects and pests, concluding with
a monthly table of temperatures.
OCLC records four copies, at Universities of California (2 copies), Hawaii and Chicago.

20 [GREAT EXHIBITION]. GARDNER, John, publisher. GARDINER’S EXHIBITION
ALMANACK FOR 1851. Wisbeach, John Gardner, Publisher [1850].
£ 385
Large broadside, [50 x 37.5cm]; large wood-engraved headpiece of the Exhibition buildings signed ‘H. Dixon’ above typeset almanac
and useful information.
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Gardiner, the principle publisher in Wisbeach or Wisbech in Cambridgeshire. like so many others capitalised on the
coming Exhibition buildings at Hyde Park.
Devised for visitors to London the Almanack includes information on 76 ‘Bankers in London’ - ‘Principle places of
Amusement’ among which is included the ‘Institution for Promoting the Cleanliness among the Poor, Admission
Free’- ‘Eclipses of the Sun and Moon’ - ‘Rates of Postage’ - etc.

21 HINDERWELL, Thomas. HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES OF SCARBOROUGH and the
Vicinity: with views and plans. York: Printed by William Blanchard for E. Bayley, successor to J. Schofield,
Scarborough [and others] 1798.
£ 150
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. xi [1] errata, 352, [7] index, [1] blank; frontispiece 4 engraved views including a frontispiece and 2
engraved maps, one folding; title and frontispiece foxed and occasional spotting throughout; early nineteenth century half russia; joints
worn; gilt edges.
Still one of the best works on this great Yorkshire spa.
‘Though he published many essays on subjects as varied as shipwrecks and Sunday observance, Hinderwell is most
valued today for his History and Antiquities of Scarborough
and the Vicinity … Hinderwell’s was the earliest history of
Scarborough, yet two centuries later it remains
indispensable - the mature fruit of wide reading,
extensive travel, unrivalled local knowledge, privileged
access to the corporation’s rich archive, the expert
research of his many professional assistants, and his own
humanitarian wisdom. For his pioneer work Hinderwell
engaged the services of Dr. Belcombe, Scarborough’s
resident physician, Dr. William Travis, surgeon and local
antiquarian, the Revd. Daniel Lysons, who devilled for
him in the Tower of London and the British Museum,
and the Revd. Francis Wrangham, a formidable scholar
and bibliophile, who gave him ‘many interesting favours’
(T. Hinderwell, The History and Antiquities of Scarborough,
2nd edn, 1811, vi). [ODNB]
Boyne The Yorkshire Library CCLXXX, p. 197.
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22 [ILLUMINATORS SAMPLE BOOK]. HALL, Joseph J. SPECIMENS OF HERALDIC
PAINTING, ILLUMINATING, &c. as applied to the the preparation of Illuminated Presentation of
Illuminated Presentation Addresses on Vellum, together with Photographs, and specimens of Binding
Leather &c. created by J.J. Hall, Junr., Designer, Illuminator, &c. Great Yarmouth, 1905.
£ 850
Sm. 4to 19 x 19cm. 8 illuminations in gold and colours; 8 photographic reproductions of commissions; 6 binding samples, 6 endpaper
samples a decorated biding sample with crest interleaved in calligraphic manuscript bound in straight grained red roan by ‘C. A.
Campling Ltd, binders Gt. Yarmouth’ rebacked, lettered in gilt on upper cover.
We have not come across a sample book of this type before and this example was clearly produced by Hall to be
shown to his prospective clients to give them a visual
idea of the quality of work he could produce.
The examples of commissions illustrated in Hall’s
sample book generally show items he supplied to the
Norfolk area centred in or around Great Yarmouth.
Included are an illuminated ‘Municipal Address’ examples of ‘Mediæval Illuminating’ - vote of thanks for
to a mayor, and an address upon the retirement of a
member of staff. The coloured and illuminated
illustrations show Halls’ dexterity in monograms,
heraldry, scrolls etc. that were the prerequisite of any self
respecting illuminator.
Joseph J. Hall, Junior appears to have worked
throughout the first quarter of the twentieth century as
an illuminator and designer in the Great Yarmouth The
earliest address we have is 24 Middle Market Road in a
respectable but fairly poor part of town. his later address
at 74 Salisbury Road, Great Yarmouth is a typical middle-class home, Hall clearly became successful at his trade.

ITALIANS LIGHT THE WAY

23 [LIGHT FITTINGS]. BOULANGER, Ch. BRONZES D’ÉCLAIRAGE ÉLECTRICITÉ Paris:
Thirion & Bouchet text, and E. Le Deley, 73 rue Claude-Bernard plates, [circa 1905].
£ 950
Oblong folio, [27 × 35 cm], ff, 2 (‘Répetoire Électrique’ and title), 252 Heleotype plates divided by 8 sections titles, some minor
chipping to a few plates, f.1 ‘Indications & Conditions de Vente’ original blue cloth, upper cover blocked in silver, slightly bumped at
extremities
A very large and elaborately produced
catalogue of early twentieth century
decorative light fittings.
The well illustrated work includes a great
variety of styles encompassing art nouveau,
beaux-art and aesthetic movement. The
range of fittings includes ceiling pendants,
chandeliers, wall brackets, desk lamps,
standard lamps, also hall and porch lights
together with various forms of candlestick
and candelabra billiard table lamps etc.,
with plate illustrate lamps with alarming
thunderbolts and several others with
cherubs griffins, flower heads manipulated
to hold the incandescent bulb.
The only copy we have located is held at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York
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24 McNEVIN, John. SOUVENIR OF THE GREAT EXHIBITION comprised in Six Authentic
Coloured Interiors after drawings by J. McNevin… in chromolithography by Messrs. Thomas Picken,
William Simpson, R.K. Thomas, and E. Walker. London: Ackermann and Co., 96 Strand [Day & Son,
Lithrs. to the Queen] December 31st, [1851].
£ 6,500
folio [50 x 37 cm] printed upper wrapper and 6 chromolithographs finished in colours by hand; Preserved in a modern blue cloth box,
the upper cover lettered in gilt.
A fine series of six plates were produced at the height of Exhibition fever by the elusive British American artist
John McNevin.
The numbered views comprise:1. The British Department, viewed towards the Transept. Chromolithographed by R.K.Thomas.
2. The British Department, viewed from the Transept. Chromolithographed by W. Simpson.
3. The Foreign Department, viewed towards the Transept. Chromolithographed by T. Picken.
4. The Foreign Department, Viewed from the Transept. Chromolithographed by E. Walker.
5. The Transept from the Grand Entrance. Chromolithographed by W. Simpson.
6. The Transept towards the Grand Entrance. Chromolithographed by W. Simpson.
John McNevin is a shadowy figure who worked in watercolour and produced a number of topographic prints from
the 1830s through to the 1860s. His anonymity is also not helped by his name being spelt in various way - The
Victoria & Albert Museum refer to ‘McNeven.’
He supplied a number of topographical views in the 1840s for Edward Twycross’ The Mansions of England and Wales
1846-1850 and had travelled to Naples in 1852 as his views of the eruption of Vesuvius that year where exhibited at
that Cyclorama in London during 1854. He emigrated to the United States sometime in the 1850s where he is
described as ‘An obscure and historical painter and illustrator working in New York City in the 1850s.’ (Frémonthe)
In New York McNevin produced another body of work including wood engravings for Harper’s Weekly and
covered events of the American Civil War. The style of his work is quite distinctive and but to our knowledge no
one has identified the ‘two’ artist as one and the same person. See The Letters of Jessie Benton Frémont 1993 p.105
Abbey Scenery 245.
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25 MAN, John. THE HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES, ANCIENT AND MODERN, OF THE
BOROUGH OF READING, in the County of of Berks. Reading : printed for Snare and Man; Sold by
Nichols, Son, and Bentley, Red Lion Passage, Fleet Street; J. Richardson, Royal Exchange, London; and R.
Snare, Minster Street Reading 1816.
£ 150
4to, pp. [4], iii ,[1] blank, 430, xxxvi ‘Index’ title-page printed in red and black, (some old damage to 3A2-3, 3B3 & 3C3)
without loss; 21 aquatint and engraved maps, views and portraits including 3 folding (some foxing and spotting); nineteenth century
black morocco over marbled boards, somewhat rubbed. engraved armorial bookplate of Cyril Kendall Butler of Bourton House
A good solid early nineteenth century local history. “Mr. Man
was the son-in-law of Mr. William Baker, who for more than 40
years kept a respectable academy at Reading, and succeeded to
that establishment, but retired from it some years since. In 1816,
he published The History and Antiquities, Ancient and Modern, of the
Borough of Reading, in the County of Berks, 4to. This valuable work
comprises many new and interesting subjects, either unknown or
omitted by the former historian of Reading, the Rev. Charles
Coates. It is but justice to add, that Mr. Man began to collect his
materials long before that gentleman’s work appeared, and that
he delayed its publication some time, that it might not interfere
with the sale of Mr. Coates’s work.’ See Memoirs of Celebrated Men
of the Nineteenth Century, 1824. p. 442. Abbey, Scenery; 293; Upcott
p. 583*

26 [MAP] SEATON, Robert. SEATON’S MAP OF PALESTINE, OR THE HOLY LAND, with
Part of Egypt. Compiled from Surveys made for the French & English Governments. London Published
[and engraved] for the Proprietor … by James & Joshua Neele, 352 Strand. December 1st, 1828. £ 1,350

Hand coloured engraved map, 85 x 95cm., mounted on linen with a large vignette of Jesus talking to the Samaritan woman at the well
after William Hamilton, R.A., a cartouche in the form of a scroll showing a map of Jerusalem and the Temple, a view of Cairo and
another view of the pyramids with the Sphinx, all contained within a decorative border; segmented and mounted on linen and folding into
red half roan over green boards, rebacked, the upper cover with a decorative engraved label with the British and French arms.
The map includes Holy Land, Sinai and Lower Egypt, with all the main routes for both tourists and travelers.
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27 MARY READ & Co. Publishers. THE BEAUTES ARCHITECTURALS DE LONDRES
Edition Polyiglotte.En Fracais, Anglais et Allemand. Paris: H. Mandeville, London: Ackermann & Co and
Read & Co. [1851].
£ 1,150
Oblong 4to, pararell text in three languarges, pp. iv, 54;
35 engraved plates including engraved vignette title; each
measuring 230 x 160 mm; occacional spotting; original
publisher’s red cloth the upper cover with blocked with an
image of the Crystal Palace, spine lettered in gilt.
The series of steel-engraved plates by Read,
Chavanne and Shepherd had originally appeared
as part of Read’s Mighty London Illustrated. This
copy was issued by the French agent Madeville
with 24 selected views of London and 11 of the
Great Exhibition. The format was intended as a
memento for visitors to London and the
Exhibition following its close
Images of the Crystal Palace from the Serpentine,
the North Transept, American Department,
British Department, Dante’s Temple and the grand opening on 1st May 1851 are included.
See Adams 213 and Abbey, Scenery, 252-3.

28 [MOTOR TOUR]. EDWARDIAN PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM DOCUMENTING A
MOTORING TOUR OF SCOTLAND including Burns Country (Ayrshire), and Dumfries & Galloway
[Various places] 1905.
£ 400
Over 100 images, various sizes but most measuring around [10cm x 7.5cm]; a little wear and marking to cloth covers, variable tone to
some images, minor wear and marking to interior and images, generally good condition. contained in a green cloth photograph album
[34cm x 29cm].
An unusual and early motorcar tour following the Robert Burns trail around 1905.
The tour begins at the Langholm, Bucclueth hotel then on through Mosspaul to Ellisland farm where our ‘four
pilgrims’ pose among the farms haystacks.

Then on to Tarbolton Inn and the Old Masonic Lodge Tarbolton- this looking in much need or repair which it
apparently never for it has long been demolished A number of photographs of the group outside Burn’s house in
Dumfries with Burns’ grand daughter and great grand daughter, who had become caretakers of the place where
Burns died. a Mary Morrison’s grave Mauchline, Tam o’Shanter inn Ayr; Burns Cottage, Auld Brig o' Doon etc.
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This must have been one of the first such motor car tours made of burns country. Not that an earlier generation
had been slow to visit the main sites. what is particularly noteworthy is the ease a motor are made in visiting the less
well known sites.

THE FIRST PERFORMANCE OF DON GIOVANNI IN LONDON

29 MOZART, Wolfgang and Lorenzo da PONTE. DON JUAN; A Grand Opera in Two Acts:
Represented for the First Time in London, at The King’s Theatre, in the Haymarket, April, 1817. The
Music Entirely by Mozart. London: Printed by W. Winchester and Son, in the Strand; and sold at the
Opera-House, And nowhere else. (Price two shillings, and no more.) [1817].
£ 1,500
8vo, pp. [ii], viii [ix - x characters], 105 [106 colophon]; with Italian on verso of each leaf and English on facing recto; title-page
mounted, small blank corner of second leaf; later nineteenth century attractive straight-grained red morocco, gilt spine, gilt edges, a very
good copy.
This is the second edition of Don Giovanni in English,
which coincides with the stage performance in England,
1817, although there had been a concert performance in
the Hanover Square rooms in 1809.
As a fully-staged opera, Don Giovanni was brought to
London by the musical impresario William Ayrton (17771858), who signs the most interesting preface to this
edition. In 1817 Ayrton was manager of Italian opera at the
Haymarket (King’s) Theatre, and for this season he
brought over new Italian singers including Madame
Camporese and Signor Crivelli.
The debut of this famously belated performance was
missed by Leigh Hunt who was at the time editor and
opera critic for the Examiner. Marooned in
Buckinghamshire he sent a letter to Vincent Novello the
musician who had tickets for the opening night. I “envy
you the power of seeing Don Giovanni” he wrote wistfully.
Hunt was envious for good reason. This production
permanently changed the nature of opera and opera-going
London. The audience for the 1817 Don Giovanni
extended far beyond the usual opera aristocracy. The box
subscribers soon chose to scorn Mozart. For a few crazed
months of 1817 the King’s Theatre presented a spectacle of
class chaos and intermingling rarely seen in the Regency.
The sheer size of audience demand for Mozart was so great
that, temporarily, democracy was forced upon the
proprietors of the King’s Theatre: “So great… has been the
overflow from the Pit [it] has been found necessary to throw open such of the Upper Boxes as remain unlet to
accommodate… those who are unable to get seats below.” It ran for a record twenty-three nights. “There never was
exhibited to the musical world a more consummate feast than Don Giovanni,” concluded The Times, 12 January
1818.
For two famous literary figures it was a conversion experience. Charles Lamb wrote to Ayrton “I am in your debt
for a very delightful evening… and I am almost inclined to allow Music to be one of the Liberal Arts: which before
I had doubted.” Lamb requested three more gallery tickets for the next week’s performances. Thomas Love
Peacock persuaded Shelley to accompany him. Peacock states: “Before it commenced he asked me if the opera was
comic or tragic. I said it was composite, more comedy than tragedy.” After the killing of the Commendatore, Shelley
said “Do you call this comedy?” However Shelley became absorbed in the music of Mozart. (Gillen D’Arcy Wood,
Cockney Mozart, Studies in Romanticism, 2005).
OCLC and COPAC record the following copies: British Library, Bodeian, London University, V&A and National
Library of Scotland; and in the USA at Harvard, Yale, Binghamton, Chicago, Texas and NYPL (Performing Arts).
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30 MUDGE, Capt. William. ORDNANCE SURVEY, SHEET 1 [BRENTWOOD] [London:]
Published April 18th. 1805 by Lt. Col. Mudge, Tower 1805.
£ 185
Engrave map [62 x 93cm], mounted on linen and dissected, folding down to 16 x 12cm in original marbled slipcase, upper cover with
printed label reading ‘Essex. Sold by Wm. Faden Geographer to the King, Charing Cross.’

A somewhat curious folding map with Faden deciding that the south west corner sheet of Essex, sheet No. 1 of the
‘Old Series’ was sufficient in itself to sell alone. The map is in its earliest state with Redriff Marsh still to be
developed into docks.
The Charles Close Society: Old Series - Provisional cartobibliography: State (HM1-1, KGM 1)

31 NICHOLSON, William. A DICTIONARY OF
CHEMISTRY … London: Printed for G G and J
Robinson, Paternaster Row. 1795.
£ 1,250
FIRST EDITION. Two volumes, 4to, pp. 1132; with four plates; a
clean fresh copy throughout; handsomely bound in contemporary calf, spines
gilt with morocco labels lettered and numbered in gilt, some surface wear
and rubbing to gilt, but still a very appealing copy.
An important work in an uncommon, handsome binding.
Nicholson’ s treatise covers all areas of chemistry and some of
the applied arts and manufacturing technology, e.g., metallurgy.
The new chemistry is heavily represented but Nicholson does
give space to phlogistic alternatives; new chemical
nomenclature is also presented. The technology sections are
perhaps as important from a historical point of view because of
the processes that are described. The Dictionary can be seen as
a ‘how to’ book for many manufacturing secrets.
William Nicholson (1753-1815) was a renowned English
chemist and writer on "natural philosophy" and chemistry, as
well as a translator, journalist, publisher, scientist, and inventor.
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32 OGAWA, Kazumasa photographer and TAKASHIMA, Suteta text. ILLUSTRATIONS OF
JAPANESE LIFE. described by S. Takashima, A.B., professor in the higher commercial college.
Reproduced and published by K. Ogawa, F.R.P.S. , Tokyo. Yokoshama: Sole agents Kelly and Walsh,
Limited,. .
£ 600

Folio 35 x 26.5cm title and fifty hand coloured gravure plates each with titles and captions original decorated crepe paper boards with
silk ties - a fine copy.
A fine copy of these sympathetic and delicately executed photographs of Japan.
Ogawa was Japanese photographer, printer and publisher who was a pioneer in photomechanical printing and
photography in the Meiji era. he learnt his trade in Boston and on moving back to Japan. in 1889, he set up Japan’s
first collotype business and it was through this method of reproduction that he successful produce a number of
photographic survey of Japanese life.

33 [ONWHYN, Thomas]. CUPID AND CRINOLINE. T.O. del. [i.e. Thomas Onwhyn]. London:
Rock Brothers & Payne, Oct. 20th 1858.
£ 300
Engraved panorama consisting of ten illustrations and
measuring 14.5 × 145 cm., bound in original
decorated ochre boards with blue spine.
The design of the front cover consists of the
title and the imprint, and an illustration
showing Cupid, imprisoned within a crinoline
cage. Several women view the contraption
with expressions of awe to the left and on the
right a gentleman weeps.
The series of illustrations tell the story of the
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lovely Kitty and her darling Adolphus, and how the crinoline has come between them. Adolphus is forced to stand
back the ‘thing all wire and whalebone’ and in the last scene stands in a doorway disconsolate while Kitty and her
friends fill the ballroom floor.
Abbey, Life, 606.

34 [ONWHYN, Thomas]. NOTHING TO WEAR. London: T. Onwhyn delt. Rock & Co. Novr
30th 1858.
£ 485

FIRST EDITION. Engraved panorama consisting of ten hand coloured illustrations and measuring 14.5 × 148 cm., original blue
cloth backed glazed orcre covers, upper cover with illustrated title; lower cover affected by damp but illustrations not affected.
The front cover design and first section illustrate a man relaxing in front of an open fire, contemplating the costs of
being married to a woman ‘with nothing to wear’. The rest of the illustrations depict very expensively dressed
‘destitute’ young ladies who insist that they have nothing to wear.
In 1859 Rock Brothers & Payne re-issued the illustrations as a small book entitled Nothing to Wear: A Poem of
Transatlantic Origin, Now Especially Edited for the Ladies of England. In that version the illustrations are presented as
pages rather than as a panorama, and the pages interlaced with a new poem on the same subject.

35 PAPACINO D’ANTONI, Alessandro Vittorio. A TREATISE ON GUN-POWDER; a treatise
on fire-arms; and a treatise on the service of artillery in time of war: translated from the Italian… by
Captain Thomson. London: sold by T. and J. Egerton, 1789.
£ 1,850
FIRST ENGLISH TRANSLATION. 8vo, pp. xl, 374, [2] errata;
with 24 folding engraved plates; lacking the half-title; contemporary tree calf,
spine heavily gilt-tooled; An exceptionally handsome volume, in very fine
condition, with the contemporary armorial bookplate of Lt.-Gen. George Lane
Parker (1724-1791), and the later bookplate of the Earls of Macclesfield.
A handsome copy of the first English translations of Papacino
D’Antoni’s three important treatises on gunpowder, ballistics and
artillery.
Having founded the Royal Artillery and Military Engineering
Academy in 1739, Charles Emanuel II set about securing the
services of the most prominent mathematical and engineering minds
of the time: the mathematician Joseph-Louis Lagrange, and General
Papacino D’Antoni (1714-1786), the distinguished artillery
commander and analyst. The textbooks written by D’Antoni for the
Academy, where he served as director, integrated Benjamin Robins’s
experimental work in ballistics with his own combat experience
against France. These highly detailed and very advanced treatises
provide a wealth of information on ballistics, types of shot, the
effectiveness of types of gunpowder in different temperatures and
meteorological conditions, the penetration of shot, the construction,
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care and maintenance of firearms and artillery, and much much more.
ESTC records copies in the US at NYPL, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, US Naval Academy, Chicago,
University of Southern California and the Smithsonian.

36 PARKER, Thomas Lister. DESCRIPTION OF BROWSHOLME HALL, in the West Riding of
the County of York; and of the Parish of Waddington, in the same County: also A Collection of Letters,
from original manuscripts, in the Reigns of Charles I. and II. and James II. London, Printed by S. Gosnell,
Little Queen Street, Holborn, Anno Dom, MDCCCXV [1815].
£ 500

4to, [2] title,130, large folding pedigree and 20 etched plates, contemporary half calf and marbled boards, joints skillfully repaired;
armorial bookplate of Sir Edmund Bacon.
Colvin noted the link between Browsholme and the Oxford work of John Akroyd, a Yorkshire master mason
responsible inter alia for the School’s Quadrangle. Later additions to the house were made by Wyatville in 1805. The
house also contained a noted collection of original manuscripts from the reigns of Charles I. and II. and James II.,
many of which are transcribed here. These included letters from Fairfax, Lambert and Thomas Parker as well as
numerous tracts and speeches, many relating to the family that were sold by Sotheby’s soon after the book’s
publication, the whole realising the comparatively small sum of £285. 9s.
Privately printed by Parker for distribution amongst friends, the whole edition was limited to 100 copies. The finely
produced plates are all drawn and etched by the architect and topographical draughtsman John Chessel Buckler
(1793-1894) in a style more akin to that of the eighteenth century.
Martin, p. 223; Upcott 1409; Boyne CXCI; Colvin p. 621.

37 [PENDULUM TOY]. THE CHEERFUL BROTHERS AND SISTERS delightful amusement
with movable figures in a great variety of changes. - Die fröhlichen Geschwister allerliebste unterhaltung
mit beweglichen figuren, in vielfacher Abwechslung. - Les joyaux freres et soeurs charmant divertissement
avec figures mobiles et plusieurs changements. - l’Allegri fratelli e sorelle. gentilissimo gioco con figure
mobili e quantità di cangiamenti. [Nürnberg] Original-Eigenthum G.W.F. & W. [i.e. Georg Wolfgang
Faber lithographer] 1860.
£ 3,000
The toy includes a pair of wooden stand each with the legs of a man and woman, man with white trousers set against a stone garden seat
the woman in a ping dress and lace petticoats in a garden; each with a moving pendulum 12 interchangeable male and female figures.
contained looking on two of the figures; within a leafy spandrels decoration including several of the pendulum figures in action above a
ribbon with the games title in several languages.
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A delightful mechanical toy.
The paired figures include a female dancer with tambourine and male flautist; a n old woman with a broom and a
farmer with a pitch fork; A young girl holding a cat and a young boy in ringlets holding a dog; A girl with a doll and
a boy with a glove puppet; a female monkey with a night hat and a male monkey with a military uniform; and lastly a
a young lady with her parasol greeted by a black man touching his straw hat in greeting.

According to a note in Johann Lothar Faber Die Bleistift-Fabrik von A. W. Faber zu Stein bei Nürnberg in Bayern p. 20
the artist/maker of the game was a deaf mute working from Nürnberg. Apparently some unscrupulous
businessmen in 1858 inveigled him into allowing his name to be used on a counterfeit pencil that was pass it off as a
product of A. W. Faber!

38 [PENDULUM TOY]. THE COMIC COUPLE IN HUNDREDS OF DIFFERENT FORMS.
AMUSEMENT WITH MOVABLE FIGURES IN STRINGS Das Komische Pärchen in hunderterley
Gestalten. Unterhalten mit Pendelfiguren - Le couple comique Sous des cencaines d’aspects, Amusement à
pendules - La copia buffa sotto cento e cento aspetti .Diverlimento con pedolo. Original-Eigenthum
G.W.F. & W. [i.e. G.W. Faber, lithographer, probably located in Nürnberg] circa 1860.
£ 2,500
The toy includes a pair of wooden stand each with a hand coloured lithograph three-quarter figure of a man and woman in contemporary
costume and seated in a chair with a decorative scroll arm; two wooden leaded pendulums attached to moving arms; and 24 hand
coloured interchangeable heads and hats; contained in the original box, the lid illustrated with a family group with several children ;
within a scroll decoration including several of the pendulum figures in action above a broad ribbon with the games title in several
languages

The heads are in pairs and include a young man and woman; an old man and woman; a black couple; a cock and
hen; dog and rabbit; and a mouse and cat. The interchangeable heads hats include for the man a military hat; paper
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hat; a hat with a large feather; a night-cap; a bicorn hat and a beaver hat; those for the female side of the pendulum
include a lace cap; a straw hat with blue ribbon; a bicorn hat; and a green velvet hat.
Unusually for a game of this sort the male and female sides are nicely balanced with the the male dog and female
rabbit exchangeable with the male mouse and female cat. Also the game for its time includes a a black couple which
for once are not merely a caricature of life.

39 PHILP, J.M. PLACES WORTH SEEING IN LONDON A HandBook to the Parks, Palaces, Churches, Chapels, Cemeteries, Government
Offices, Bazaars, Gardens, Schools, Colleges, Exhibitions, Antiquities, and
other Notabilities of the Great Metropolis. London: Ward and Lock, 158 Fleet
Street. [1858].
£ 175
8vo, pp. [4], iv, 80, [16] advertisements; wood engraved illustrations by A.J Mason John Bastin and
Dalziels; original decorative wood engraved orange covers; slightly chipped at head and tail of spine but
generally a good copy; binders ticket and blind stamp of ‘Gilbert Brothers, 18 Gracechurch St. & 4
Copthall Buildings.’
I nicely produced ‘shilling’ guide to London, well illustrated with full page woodengravings incorporating a number of buildings and interiors.
We have not been able to find any other works written by Philp although the most
likely candidate would be John Moor Philp (1820-1899) a journalist and later sub editor
for the The Standard..

40 [PHOTOGRAPHY - UNDERWOOD, Bert]. THE GRAND CAÑON OF ARIZONA
THROUGH THE STEREOSCOPE … New York and London, Underwood & Underwood, 1908. £ 650
18 stereo-photographic views on stiff cardboard with printed captions and printed explanations on the versos; together with cloth-bound
volume (18cm) consisting of pp. 64 and 2 ‘Grand Canyon Tour Maps’, one folding and bound in original brown cloth, upper cover gilt.
views contained in original black cloth box in the form of a book, spine lettered in gilt.
The views from the Grand Canyon gave Underwood an excellent opportunity to show off the possibilities of stereo
photography.
By 1900, Underwood and Underwood
became the world’s most prominent
stereographic view company by
marketing boxed travel sets, both in
standard and custom formats. The
present set of 18 captioned
stereographic include a number of
spectacular views with spectators
sitting perilously close to the edge of
the canyon; one view shows two
native Americans, one replete with
bow contemplating ‘progress’ in the
form of a steam train crossing a valley.

AN ATTEMPT TO CONTACT HER ESTRANGED FAMILY?

41 [POTTS, Ethelinda Margaretta]. MOONSHINE. In two volumes. Vol. I [-II]. London: Printed
for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown. 1814.
£ 950
FIRST EDITION. Two volumes bound in one, 8vo, pp. viii, 260; [ii], 232, [ii], 233-271, [1] blank, [12] index; some
occasional minor spotting, otherwise a clean copy throughout; in later green half calf over marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt, light
sunned, but still a very good copy.
Scarce first edition of this voluminous collection of epigrams and poetry by the little known Ethelinda Margaretta
Potts (1757-1836), dedicated to her “Dear Children, To Augment Your Fondness for your Brother, To You,
Behold Him Sent, By Me, Your Loving Mother”. Potts quotes writers such as Samuel Johnson, David Hume and
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Alexander Pope, and includes many pieces that whilst light and simplistic, are nevertheless quite fun and perhaps
directed at her own children from whom she was estranged.
‘To one who took dropsical Medicines, For a Shortness of Breath, which prov’d to be the effect of Smoky Chimnies.
These drugs, relief shall never follow,
While Portia like, yon fire swallow;
From this, not water comes your woe,
Boy, for the Chimney Doctor go.’ (vol. II, p. 200)
Ethelinda was born in 1757 the daughter of the famous Kent
antiquary John Thorpe (1715-1792). She and her sister lived at
Bexley in Kent until her marriage to Dr Cuthbert Potts of Pall
Mall. However the marriage turned out badly as he produced a
hand bill in 1796 exclaiming ‘Fifty pounds reward! Whereas,
Ethelinda Margaretta Potts, the wife of Cuthbert Potts, of PallMall, … hath absented herself from her said husband, and
cruelly abandoned her three infant children: … .’ This spirited
woman seems to have decided not to sink without trace but
appears to have contested her case vigorously although she
became estranged from her family and apparently an invalid for
a while until the death of her estranged husband in 1825.
Ethelinda appears to have been reunited with her family and
grandchildren before her death at Chelsea in 1836.
The Monthly Review was not impressed with the work but
correctly conjectured that it ‘appears to be the produce of a
female hand; and, however little we may be suspected of the
grace of politeness, we are always disposed to shew all possible
courtesy and forbearance on such occasions.’ However the
reviewer was not impressed by the content and felt that the
‘work seems to be the emptying of a Commonplace-Book, and
we collect from the preface that its contents have principally
been the result of hours of sickness: but that circumstance can
form no just excuse for a publication, if bad. Parents are
frequently observed to have a peculiar attachment to such of
their children as are weakly, or imperfectly formed; and,
perhaps, it it to the same inclination of the mind that we must
attribute the fondness which authors commonly feel towards those productions, which have proceeded from their
brain in the hours of its sickness or debility …We do not pretend to have perused the whole of these volumes; and
if any man ever does, we shall ascribe to him the greatest degree of human patience and perseverance.’
Ethelinda may of course have had two reasons for publishing her work, firstly to raise some money and secondly to
contact her estranged family. In the introductory pages addressed ‘To the Stranger’ she may be alluding to her
unfortunate situation when she mentions ‘such enemies as may condescend to peruse these pages, will be
sufficiently entertained by innumerable errors’ and ‘know that it was from the want of every other relief in a solitude
of five years, during which, my pen was often employed on the most unhappy business …’
OCLC records five copies in North America, Yale, Library of Congress, NYPL, Texas, Austin and Ontario Institute
of Technology.

42 [RITZ HOTEL]. HOTEL RITZ. PLACE VENDROME 15, PARIS. Paris: Édité par la Société
de Publications d’ Art. 59, rue de Provence. Juin, 1899.
£ 750
Large 4to [ 34 x 26.5 cm.], pp. 83 [1] imprint, (40) advertisements gravure plate in bistre and several full page facsimiles and halftone
plates of the hotel facade and rooms. original burgundy cloth, the upper cover blocked in gilt, spine lettered in gilt.
A very deluxe production for guests at the newly opened Ritz hotel to be peruse whilst enjoying the luxury of their
surroundings.
Copies were probably left in each of the hotel rooms and therefore available for guest to take away with them,
considering this supposition it seems that guest were not particularly willing to take such a large book and this
probably accounts for sparse number of copies recorded.
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The text gives a history of the area followed by an expansive essay by Louis Énault describing the new hotel and all
the benefits that César Ritz’s had to offer in a building designed by Charles Mewès and a kitchen presided over by
great chef Auguste Escoffier.
OCLC record copies at Drake University Michigan University; Free Library Philadelphia; Waseda University Japan;
and the Bibliotheque Nationale.

CIRCULAR TOUR OF LONDON LOW-LIFE

43 ‘SEDLEY, Charles’ pseud. [FELDBORG, Andreas Andersen and/or ELRINGTON, John
Battersby or indeed someone else!]. ASMODEUS; or, the Devil in London: A Sketch. In three
volumes. Vol. I [-III]. London: Printed by J. Dean, 57, Wardour Street, Soho. For J.F. Hughes, 15,
Paternoster Row … 1808.
£ 900
FIRST EDITION. Three volumes, 12mo, pp. xiii, [iii], 192; [iv], 206; [iv], 2,
218; without the half titles; apart from a few minor marks in places, a clean copy
throughout; in contemporary green half calf over marbled boards, spines ruled and
numbered in gilt, labels missing, chipped at head and rubbed to extremities, but still an
appealing copy with armorial of Felix Booth and Renier booklabels.
Scarce first edition of this circular tour of London low-life including tales of
Hyde Park, a Circulating Library, The Auction Room, Bond Street, Covent
Garden and The Opera.
‘Asmodeus charts the path through London of a Le Sagean devil whose
cynicism is strictly contemporary. Even a small circulating library masks a
darker purpose: “That little shop, kept by that smirking dame, who dresses
so simply, and looks so modesty, is supported by the subscriptions of half
the female noblesse, of dash, in London - but not for the trumpery novels
that lumber her dusty shelves; there are retiring rooms for the subscribers,
and the bookseller’s shop thrives, although it never publishes.” In his
preface, Sedley declared that “my future pursuits are about to withdraw me
from this kingdom.” At the end of the final volume, apparently unabashed,
Hughes announced “two other volumes … ready for press; the publication
of which, will depend on the portion of indulgence the public may be,
candidly, pleased to bestow on this essay.” No more appeared, and this was
the last work to appear with the Sedley pseudonym.’ (see Peter Garside ‘J. F.
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Hughes and the Publication of Popular Fiction, 1803-1810’ Library (1987) s6-IX (3): 240-258.
Closer to home we find things have not changed much even in our own street ‘To be seen in Bond Street, at a
certain hour, is essential to the existence of haut ton. It is the point of attraction for greetings, in gilded equipages,
from the haughty bend of arrogance to the humble bend of servility. Here mimicry, with empty pockets, assumes
the consequential air of independence; while modest merit creeps, unheeded, through the glittering crowd. Here, all
the senses are tantalized with profusion; and the eye is dazzled with every varying temptation.’ (vol. I, p. 175-176)
The identity of the author is a perplexing muddle, certainly there was a someone who used ‘Charles Sedley’ as their
pseudonym and could be John Battersby Elrington, Andreas Andersen Feldborg (1782-1838), Davenport Sedley or
the publisher J.F. Hughes, or indeed a combination of these names or someone else altogether!
As Jacqueline Belanger and Peter Garside have explained in their ‘Update 4’ for The English Novel 1800-1829, the
identity of Sedley has still proved well nigh impossible to pin down and may never be properly identified (see
http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/encap/journals/corvey/articles/engnov4.pdf).
All of Sedley’s works were issued by the publisher J.F. Hughes, whose comet shone only between 1802 and 1810.
He saw the possibility of exploiting a new type of market and began to move from the sentimental & Gothic to
scandalous and licentious fiction. As a result of a combination of competition and the rise of more polite literature
Hughes, who was always underfunded, was bankrupt in 1804 and again in 1808 and ceased trade in 1810.
This copy belonged to the distiller and promoter of Arctic exploration Sir Felix Booth (1775-1850).
OCLC records four copies in North America, at UCLA, Colorado, Michigan and North Carolina.

44 SHEPHERD, Thomas H. and ELMES James. LONDON AND ITS ENVIRONS IN THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY, ILLUSTRATED BY A SERIES OF VIEWS, displayed in a series of
engravings of the New Buildings, Improvements, etc., London, Published by Jones & Co., 1827-30. £ 585

42 original parts pp. i-vi, 7-12, 172, 8; engraved vignette title (Adams state 0 dated May 5 1827) and 82 engraved plates (including
map of Regent’s Park) uncut in original printed brown wrappers.
An outstanding record of late Regency London, and of particular value as an informed contemporary commentary
on the work of Nash.
We have not see a set with the original wrappers intact. Apart from the usual puffs by Jones & Co for their other
publications progressing through the press, the whole of wrapper for No 32 is given over to a passionate appeal
about the ‘Distress of the Spittlefields Weavers.’ For No. 37 Jones uses the upper wrapper to find an investor ‘A
valuable opportunity to Booksellers – Wholesale Stationers – Paper Makers – Printers, or any Persons desirous of
investing Capital to advantage.’
Adams 154.
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45 STRAKER, C. INSTRUCTIONS IN THE ART OF LITHOGRAPHY. London: Published by
Straker & Sons, 80 Bishopsgate Street Within. 1867.
£ 485
Royal 8vo, pp. [iv], 89, [1] blank, [6] ‘Price List of Lithographic Presses, inks and Materials … ‘ 6 colour plates; original green
cloth, the upper cover blocked in blind and gilt lettered.
One of the earliest manuals to illustrate the stages of chromolithography.

The work begins with an historical introduction and the ‘Theory of Lithography.’ followed by chapters on
lithographic stones and their preparation, the press, rollers followed by the various stages and processes needed to
produce good lithographs. More importantly Stracker gives precise instructions for ‘Chromo-lithography, the
‘making up coloured label stones by transfer,’ ‘Printing colour stones.’ ‘graduated tints.’ ‘ Bronze printing.’ ‘leaf
metal printing.’ and ‘Zincography’ which Straker ‘cannot recommend its use to the inexperienced Lithographer… .’
The price list at the end includes a full lithographic outfit for £20 together with a list of all the inks and sundries
needed by the the town and country trade and amateur. The work was also issued with the imprint of Benjamin
Winstone, 100, Shoe Lane, E.C. this was also dated 1867 so may have been concurrent or later with the present
issue.
CBEL, 3rd edit. Vol. 4 Col. 35

46 [SUBLIMINAL ADVERTISING] RENWAR. ILLUSTRATED GUIDE FOR TOURISTS in
search of recreation, health and information, to the various watering places and manufacturing towns in
England and the Continent. For 1876-7. London: Hackett and Rawlinson, 5a Silver Street, Golden Square.
[1877].
£ 225
8vo, pp. viii, 246, 72; 4 woodburytypes mounted with printed borders and titles and 5
folding railway maps, two with old tape repairs without loss, but one has left a mark along
the inner margin; r original decorative blue cloth lettered in black and gilt.
A mysterious book, evidently written for American tourists to read whilst
crossing the Atlantic en route to the British Isles.
The publisher apparently produced only one other work, a guide to the Dore
Gallery and soon afterwards the business was in liquidation. The author
‘Renwar’ is unknown although the title claims that they are the ‘Author of
“Silk Culture in America,” “Wine and Wool Raising,” “Sheep and Sheep
Farming,” Etc., Etc.’ although we have been unable to establish if any of
these works were ever published! The preface state that this is a ‘Third
Edition’ but no other editions are extant.
From the format of the work it is clear that this is a speculative venture in
which advertisers expected their products to overtly woven through the text.
A notice on p. 40 explains that ‘Arraignments are made to have the work
placed on the principal Ocean steamers, also sent to the Philadelphia
Centennial Exposition.’ The hope appears to have been that visitors to our
shores, having read the captivating promotion of French soup sewing
machines and effervescent fruit lozenges would through overt subliminal
advertising become generally disposed to purchase such things.
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On the whole it is a parody of a guide, it may well have captivated Mark Twain
but anyone else would have quickly disposed of it as soon as a proper guide
came to hand. Those copies that did not get tossed overboard on the Atlantic
run would have ended up in the bin.
OCLC locates one copy at George Eastman House

47 TIMMINS, Henry Thornhill NOOKS AND CORNERS OF
SHROPSHIRE. London: Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster Row, E.C. 1899.
£ 35
FIRST EDITION. Royal 8vo, pp. xiv, 243, [1] colophon; frontispiece, 25 plates and
numerous text illustrations; original burgundy cloth, the upper cover with an inlaid
illustration on linen; spine and upper cover lettered in gilt and black.
A well illustrated gossipy antiquarian journal of walks through Shropshire
illustrated by author. The work is redolent of the later Highway & Byways
series begun about the same time.

48 WYLD, James. A MAP SHEWING THE PLACES IN ENGLAND AND WALES, SENDING
MEMBERS TO PARLIAMENT Together with the Alterations proposed of the People. London:
Published by James Wyld, geographer to His Majesty, 5 Charing Cross 1831.
£ 550
hand coloured lithograph map [56 x 39cm], mounted on linen highlighted to show changes that would occur to the franchise with a
printed tabulation below; folding into original green cloth slip case, upper cover with a printed and manuscript label.
The map shows in an elegant and easily understandable form the extent of ‘Rotten’ boroughs throughout England
and Wales.
Each of the places that were were to lose
representation and those that were to be
enfranchised under the bill are neatly indicated
in colour That such cities as Birmingham ,
Manchester and Sheffield had no MP. it is clear
from the map that what the southern counties
gave up the industrial North of Britain gained.
It appears that a copy of this map was used by
Sir Robert Peel in his efforts to placate the
worst effects of Reform during the its long
journey through both Houses of Parliament in
1831.
On the 27th of July 1831 ‘[Sir Robert] held in
his hand a small map which had been lately
published, entitled, A map shewing the places in
England and Wales sending members to parliament
heretofore, with the alterations proposed to be made by
the bill for amending the representation. In this map
he would draw a line, not exactly across the
centre of the country, but from the indenture
made in the coast by the Severn to the indenture
made on the opposite coast by the Wash. …
This line was not a fanciful one, but one which
divided with tolerable accuracy the agricultural
from the manufacturing districts. On the north
of this line were situated the great coal-fields of
England, with all the manufactures which
depended on them. Taking this line for his
guide, he would attempt to prove that the bill
gave an immense preponderance to the
northern or manufacturing district, and greatly
and unduly lessened the weight and distinction
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of the southern district, which comprised the chief agricultural counties of England.’ (Hansard House of Commons
Debate 27 July 1831, Vol. 5 cc405-57

49 [ZOOLOGICAL GAME]. GAMES OF
QUARTETTS, NO. XI … NATURAL HISTORY:
DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMALS London: H.
Greenwood, 2 York Street, Covent Garden, W.C. and
Houlston & Sons, Paternoster Row 1863 or later. £ 125
72 printed cards, on white card a green card of directions; contained in
original decorated paper box with printed purple label
A fairly simple game in which each player attempts to
collect as many of the 18 ‘quartetts’ of cards as possible to
win the game.
Here each of the set comprises a country and three animals
associated with the country viz. Australia, Gigantic
Kangaroo, Dog-faced Dasyrus and Ornithorincus; China,
Orang Outang, Camel and Silk Worm; Madagascar, Indris
Lemur, Aye Aye and Fringed Gecko, etc.
We have not been able to locate another set of this
particular subject; other more commonly found examples
include wild flowers and British Manufactures.

50 [ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS TOY]. DUTRIPON, P. LA GRAND JARDIN DES PLANTES
[Paris]: H. Duru, Editeur; Lith. Prodhomme, 89, r, du Temple. 1850.
£ 4,500
50 hand coloured lithograph pieces each heightened with gum arabic and including: a Bird cage; a Monkey Cage; A woman seated under
a tree showing her child a goat; A Fountain with swans together with several larger pieces include a Giraffe, Camel Elephant, Lion etc.
each lettered for identification. Also included are groups, single visitors and children, contained in the original decorated box [28× 37 ×
50 cm]; the upper cover with a view of of visitors walking through the zoo with animals looking on.
A very fine and magnificent toy, both an educational and visual delight.
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The toy is clearly based upon Buffon’s system as exemplified at the
Jardin de Plantes in Paris with instruction introduced in the scene
from the top of the box of a mother taking her children to the zoo to
teach them about the animal kingdom.
We have been unable to identify the artist P. Dutripon whose name
appears, in reverse, on the box lid, nor have we been able to find
other examples of H. Duru’s work. The lithographer Francois
Prodomme is however known to have been active from the 1847 to
the early 1850s at the address given with this toy. His prosecution for
falsifying his name on a voting paper in 1849 and being sentenced to
3 years probation could hardly have helped his business but he
remained active until 1870.
Some of the animals are clearly based on stuffed examples, the giraffe
is clearly Zarafa, (d.1845) for it is posed in exactly the same way as it
is now displayed in the Museum of Natural History of La Rochelle.
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